Flat-soled security... You've probably noticed that all active sport shoes are flat-soled to provide best balance and greatest foot traction. Tennis, sailing, football, boxing, baseball, basketball all demand firmer footing and stability that only a lightweight flat-soled shoe can supply. Another reason for Wm. Joyce popularity.
Why the wedge? The exclusive, patented, wedge construction provides a golf shoe base that's absolutely ideal. It saves important ounces by eliminating heavy leather soles and steel supports...it molds precisely to your foot, giving absolutely perfect support, as individual as your footprint. Requires no break-in.
A sample of practically every type of playing equipment is concentrated in this corner which has a pegboard backdrop. Shoes and sport shirts also are found here.

Here's where Johnny takes in the money. Lounge is at right. Note overhead spots, extensive club display.

Revolta's shop has the new idea of space incorporated in it. You'll note that nothing looks overcrowded here.
Aero Thatch
to the rescue

Does not damage soil contours

Does not dig holes

Does not increase compaction

Cuts grooves down through layers and thatch

Field tested for seven years

The answer to three of the real turf problems, thatch, layers, and compaction

Now available, the first machine to accomplish successfully “CONTINUOUS HORIZONTAL INVERT AERIFICATION.” This method of aerification really penetrates layers, brings a maximum of air, water, and nutrients to the sub-root zone, and solves the THATCH PROBLEM.

Ask your dealer or write to

Fertl-Soil Company

673 New Brunswick Avenue

RAHWAY, N. J.

Copyright, 1958
Fertl-Soil Company
Why pay for

These Concentrated Water Soluble Powders

KILL SAFELY . . . . . AT LOWER COST

May Be Applied with Any Spray Equipment

DI-MET 98% Powder. DSMA Hexahydrate 98% (as anhydrous 61.5%). Total arsenic 25%. Kills crabgrass and dallis grass. Best for bent putting greens and all other turf for which DSMA is recommended. Suggested rate: 3 to 8 lbs. per acre depending upon temperature and climatic conditions.

DI-MET 90-WA. DSMA Hexahydrate 90.27%; plus concentrated wetting-agent. For faster kill of crabgrass and dallis grass. Speeds action, increases penetration. Suggested rate: 3 to 6 lbs. per acre.

DI-MET Plus 2. DSMA Hexahydrate 61.74%; 2,4-D sodium salt 26.75%; plus concentrated wetting-agent. Kills crabgrass and dallis grass plus more kinds of weeds and obnoxious grasses than separate applications of DSMA and 2,4-D! Fastest acting crabgrass and dallis grass killer ever offered! Suggested rate: 4 to 6 lbs. per acre.

LINCK'S Chickweed Killer. A safe, sure method for late Spring or early Fall control of both common and mouse ear chickweed. Kills common weeds as well, without injury to turf. Suggested rate: 4 to 6 lbs. per acre.

---

Other LINCK Turf Products

DI-MET Liquid. For crabgrass and dallis grass. For all turfs where DSMA is recommended.

MO-GO. Kills moles and gophers. Consistently effective for over 20 years.

LINCK'S Lawn Fungicide. For all fungus diseases controlled with phenyl mercuric acetate solutions.

LINCK'S Turf Water Wetter. Most concentrated non-ionic wetting-agent. For deep soil and thatch penetration.

TAT Chloro #8 Concentrated Emulsion. 72% Technical Chlordane — 8 lbs. per gallon.

STAYZ-GREEN. Safe, pigmented compound produces lush green turf color instantly. Fade and water resistant.

LINCK'S LIQUID SPREADERS. 3 models: Estate (golf course) size, Standard size, and the new 24" vertical spray model. (See FREE Loan offer in this ad.)
inactive Ingredients?

Get Famous DI-MET in a New Line of Highly Concentrated Completely Soluble Powders

... add the water yourself, and save!

Now the Nation's No. 1 Crabgrass Killer comes to you in the purest, most highly concentrated form ever offered — 98% DSMA Hexahydrate. Most DSMA powder formulations contain only 50% active ingredients and an equal amount of inactive material as a diluent. Aside from unfavorable cost factors (it costs just as much to pack and ship inactive as active materials), the diluent acts as a drying agent and increases tip burning in hot weather. Linck's Liquid DI-MET was successively developed in 1955 to eliminate this potentially dangerous drying agent, but not until now has the perfect DSMA formulation been offered to golf courses. Not only do you get safe, sure kill with these new completely soluble DI-MET powders, but you also get much more coverage for your money. COMPARE THE COST of DI-MET products with any others on the basis of how much active ingredients you get!

SPECIAL OFFER!
Use LINCK'S Sprayer at NO COST!

We want you to get the most effective results possible with Linck's Concentrated Turf Chemicals. For small areas and spot spraying, the surest way we know is to apply them with LINCK'S LIQUID SPREADERS. Here's how you can have the newest model — with 24" Vertical Spray — without investment. Highly maneuverable, perfect for slopes, aprons and other areas — it's yours FREE on loan, with your purchase of two cases (or equivalent) of Linck's Chemicals. This offer applies to any of the products listed on these two pages.

You can't lose! You pay lowest prices, you get greatest coverage and highest effectiveness with Linck products. And you pay absolutely nothing except shipping costs for your Sprayer. It's also valuable for your testing purposes... permits accurate, uniform application of any liquid or water soluble chemical.

FILL OUT COUPON AND MAIL TODAY

Clifton, N.J.
What They Told the Greenmasters

You're Big Time—You Need Better Publicity

By MERRELL WHITTLESEY
Golf Writer, Washington Evening Star

Every supt. I know of has to be his own public relations man. Very few clubs have employees who specialize in this kind of work. If they do, their p. r. man probably plays up news that is considered more glamorous than the kind the supt. makes.

So you're on your own! How do you go about getting publicity or recognition? I suggest getting to know the local golf writers, reading their columns to find out what they're interested in and asking them when they prefer to be contacted for column notes. It also doesn't hurt to get acquainted with editors of your paper's garden section, rotogravure and real estate dept. All these people are looking for ideas and stories that you can supply.

I'd be around where people can see me when tournaments are played at your club. You should be there to take bows when golfers comment about the fine condition of the course. They say that no more than 25 per cent of club members know their supt. Whose fault is that? I say it's yours and you should do something about it.

What makes news from the supt's standpoint? Your meetings, elections, tournaments you hold among your association members, recognition that you get from local, state or national groups. Also changes you make in your occupation. Supt. is unromantic. You should be there to take bows when golfers comment about the fine condition of the course.

Suggests Informed Publicist

I think your national organization needs a publicity man. As I see it, you fellows are big time. You don't need a man in a gray flannel suit and you don't need a man who knows something about golf. It's apparent from the stuff that hits a golf writer's desk that 99 per cent of it is written by people who never see a golf course. Don't overlook any research work you may be a part of or testing you may carry on for researchers. It's important to make news if you only stop to realize what you're doing.

Poa Annua Control in New Jersey

By RALPH E. ENGEL
Associate Research Specialist, N. J. Agr. Exp. Sta., Rutgers University

Experiences of a supt. with sodium arsenite and promising chemicals led us to study chemical control of poa annua. Two years were spent screening materials at different seasons and rates. At the close of this period, we selected sodium arsenite, maleic hydrazide, and endothal as worthy of further study.

These chemicals were sprayed on test plots across the fairways of the Canoe Brook CC through four seasons. At the close of the past season, we concluded that endothal can produce a significant reduction of poa annua in bentgrass fairways of our area. We shall recommend that its use be restricted to two or three applications in early spring at a rate of 1/2 lb. per acre. It must not be used on fairways that have solid areas of poa. The endothal treatment, as used, gave nearly 100 per cent control of white clover. Sodium arsenite, at one lb. per acre (plus 1/4 lb. of 2,4-D), gave a measurable reduction in poa annua. Since discoloration was scarcely noticeable, it is possible that a slightly higher rate of sodium arsenite could have been used safely.

Caused Summer Injury
Maleic hydrazide treatments were discontinued before the end of the test. While this chemical checked poa seedheads effectively, it resulted in summer injury and reduced grass competition to the extent that severe clover infestation occurred.

At Louisville, I stressed that a new material or procedure should be tried conservatively. We suggest this for endothal in New Jersey and we would be far more emphatic in recommending it for other areas.

A study of nitrogen carriers in 1957 compared soluble and insoluble carriers at differing rates and patterns of treatment. Treatments were made on 1/4 in. creeping bent. Clipping weights and color ratings were made throughout the season. (1) The insoluble materials gave steadier nitrogen stimulation, (2) a single application of ureaform gave higher stimulation at the start of season and lower stimulation at the end of the season than an equivalent amount of ureaform in repeated applications; and (3) an activated sewerage sludge gave more stimulation and growth, especially later in the season, than a processed tankage or a ureaform. This test will be repeated in 1958.

(please turn to page 58)
No. 66-C—made from GLUVELK, finest quality cowhide, specially tanned to make it soft, pliable and water-proof. New contour design...striking white welt trim. Available in 6 popular color combinations.

Look to PRO-GRIP for head covers with that distinctive flair that catches the spirit of the modern game of golf! Look to PRO-GRIP also for quality construction...a fine selection of models and color combinations...and a price range for everyone’s pocketbook. These are only a few of the many PRO-GRIP head cover styles available. For information on the complete line, ask your distributor.

“WAR-MUP” famous head cover used and recommended by leading playing pros. A snap of the strap around any wood makes it a weighted training club...weights are removable. Top quality Gluvelk...contour construction. Available individually or in matched sets in a wide selection of colors. This is PRO-GRIP No. W-44-C.

No. 52-M—an attractive combination of leather and weather-repellent Skinner’s Tackle-Twill. Each cover a different combination of colors—very striking! Lots of color, style and durability at a low price.

PRO-GRIP Products are made by C. M. Hill Co., Peoria, Illinois, and available only through authorized distributors.

GOLFPRIDE’S new Cover Keeper—the sensational new rubber thong that cannot twist or tangle. Available in an assortment of colors. Optional on all PRO-GRIP Head Covers at small extra cost.
Sand As Framework of the Green

By O. R. LUNT
Consultant, USDA, Agricultural Research Service

physical properties required in putting green soil appear to be a free porosity of 10 to 15 per cent developing after irrigation, a relatively high infiltration rate so that this amount of free porosity is developed soon and a retention of about 10 per cent or more available water on a volume basis. This last figure is quite arbitrary — lower values of available water may necessitate too frequent watering. A high sand content mix of proper grade of sand can be made to meet these requirements and, as will be pointed out, it is also possible to have a high water holding capacity with sand under shallow soil conditions. Sandy soil mixes do not have high retentive capacities for many plant nutrients. Fortunately, there are available many special purpose fertilizers (Nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, calcium, magnesium and sulphate (97 gypsite and gypsum) which should make fertility management of sandy greens relatively easy.

Use of calcined (structurally stable) clay aggregates offers an alternative approach to the use of sand in putting greens. Theoretically, calcined clay aggregates could be prepared which would have a high water holding capacity, adequate free porosity, high infiltration rates and high retentive capacity for plant nutrients.

Selection of proper grade of sand is all important if sand is to be the skeletal material in a green. The best way of properly selecting and preparing a green mix is with the aid of laboratory tests. Supts. would be saved much grief if greens were constructed to specifications. The type of tests necessary are not difficult to perform.

Fig. 1: Volume per cent moisture retained by various grades of sand as determined by height above a water table.

If sand is to form the framework of the soil mix and constitute about 85 per cent of the mix, water and air relations of the mix will be strongly influenced by texture of the sand. Fig. 1 summarizes water retention of various grades of sand. If columns of sand were placed in a pan and wetted thoroughly at the surface so that water passed all the way through, and the bottom of the column were standing in water, the curves trace out the equilibrium moisture content of the sand at various distances from the water surface. Air space in the soil is the difference between the moisture content at water level and moisture content at any particular distance above water level. Thus, in a sand of .5 to .4 mm diameter range at about 7 to 9 ins. above water level, moisture content suddenly decreases and percentage of air space suddenly increases. Sand in the range .1 to .05 remains practically saturated with water even 40 ins. above the water table.

If soil underlyng sand were impervious and excess water had to be removed by tile drainage, moisture content of the sand, after drainage ceased, would be very different than in the case where drainage occurred through the soil.

Some Important Facts

These important facts emerge from the data:
Water and air proportions in sands will depend very much on whether the soil drains well or poorly under the sand. If tile drainage is used, and depth of the sand layer is about 20 ins. or less, shallow soil conditions exist and water retention of the sand is greatly increased. If shallow soil conditions prevail, water and air relations which exist following an irrigation (when drainage ceases) depend on the texture of the sand and the distance above the water table which is at tile depth.

It is apparent that proper size of sand to be used in a green mix will be dependent on depth of sand, drainage in the underlying soil as well as other considerations such as frequency of
New '58 Spalding DOT

Flies lower—rolls farther!

New shallower dimples mean lower trajectory, longer bounces, extra yardage on wood shots!

Feel the dimples on the DOT. They’re flatter, shallower, more precise.

Aerodynamically, this reduces the tendency of the ball to soar—makes drives fly closer to the ground, gives you extra yardage on the roll.

And here’s more good news! Even a player who tops one now and then can play the ’58 DOT. It sports the toughest cover and finish ever put on a high-compression golf ball.

Do your members a favor. Show them the new DOT soon. DOTS are sold through golf professionals only. Like all Spalding products, they’re guaranteed—unconditionally!

Putting TRUENESS that comes from the “heart”!

The cores of most distance golf balls are big, soft, mushy sacks of liquid.

The heart of the DOT is a firm, perfect sphere of live rubber with a small, precise liquid center.

Perfectly round, perfectly balanced—no wonder the DOT puts truer than any other ball you can buy.

Spalding sets the pace in sports
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rainfall or intensity of irrigation.

The practice of purposely making subsoil underlying a green impermeable and depending upon tile drainage for excess water removal has considerable appeal. This technique would greatly increase the water-holding capacity of the sand. If the sand depth were 15 to 20 ins. it would not be difficult to prepare mixes having 10 or more ins. of favorable air and water relations.

Air Space Factors

Fig. 2 shows that incorporation of coarse organic material such as horticultural grade peat affects soil structure principally in the range of pore sizes which drain in the range of about 0 to 10 ins. from water level. Thus, Fig. 2 shows that an 0.3-0.2 mm sand would have about five per cent air space 10 ins. from a water table. If 50 per cent peat by volume had been included, the air space at 10 ins. from the water table would be about 24 per cent.

Incorporation of moderate amounts of clay in sand-soil mixes will increase capacity of the mix to retain most fertilizer elements. It will increase water-holding capacity of the soil somewhat, especially if deep soil conditions exist (i.e., drainage is satisfactory underneath the sand).

Stabilize Clay Aggregates

This can be done by blending well aggregated, structurally stable clay soil in the proper amount. Use of krilium to stabilize clay aggregates is recommended. Kunze et al. consider clay contents in excess of about four per cent undesirable. In lab. tests Lunt reported infiltration rates could be maintained in excess of 1 in. per hour after compaction treatments, even if as much as 7.5 per cent krilium treated clay were present. Probably one of the principal reasons for the unsatisfactory performance of some high sand content greens has been inclusion of too much silt or clay, particularly when these fine fractions are not aggregated.

Kunze Green Mix

Kunze et al. (2) reported success with green mixtures of 8-1-1 or 8 1/2-1/2-1 sand-soil-peat mixtures. Soil used was Houston black clay. Clay contents by weight exceeding about four per cent appeared to be undesirable. This is in reasonably close agreement with other proposals. Kunze et al. also reported best growth of grass when the sand-soil-mix was composed of particles in the range of 1 to .05 mm. It is my opinion that under most conditions slightly finer grades of sand would be more desirable. The data in Fig. 1 show that if the subsoil is impermeable, a sand layer 16 to 20 ins. deep will provide 6 to 10 ins. of soil well aerified if sand is in the range of 0.4-0.2. If the sand layer is shallower (subsoil drainage poor, tile drained), sand should be coarser. If subsoil drainage is good, then an increase in the sand fraction from 0.2 - 0.1 mm. would be desirable. The precaution previously urged that sand mix contain not more than about 6 to 10 per cent sand, silt, or unaggregated clay in the range smaller than 0.1 mm, still applies.

Great Lakes Bantam Tourney

The second Great Lakes Invitation Bantam tournament will be held Aug. 27-28 at the Barberton (O.) Brookside CC. Competition for both boys and girls will be held in the 10-12 and 13-15 year age brackets.